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At St Luke's Church of England (Aided) Primary School, we value the feedback we receive from our parents/

carers. Parents/carers completed and returned the evaluation forms after the SPaG Workshop held throughout 

March 2019. SPaG Workshops are for Parents/Carers to come into school and see how and what their child is 

learning in relation to the teaching of Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar. 

 

From the evaluation forms that were returned, responses were analysed and the results are as follows and 

comments made to any issues highlighted: 
 

 SPaG & Writing  Workshops for all Phases 

(March 2019) 
 

 

27 parents/carers attended: 27 evaluations returned 

Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Disagree 

I found the workshop useful 89% 11% 0% 

What was most useful? 
 I have no words this is so useful for parents, Thank you so much. 

 This is so helpful for parents because I am came from different country 

 Everything 

 Everything’s useful 

 Yes it was 

 Everything 

 Understanding what is expected of my child in Year 2 

 It increased our confidence level of teaching kids, lots of information delivered. 

 The most useful was the spelling - how to find the meaning; where to use it; how to remember 

it. 

 Very useful, made me understand the level of education that my son is learning and what I 

need to teach him 

 Knowing what’s in the writing assessment 

 Learning grammar 

 It was good 

 Understanding expanding nouns and adverbial phrases 

 Grammar; actually everything 

 How to help my son with the words and writing; and for me, writing and reading tips 

 Writing tips, e.g. shopping lists and letters 

 Concentrate more on sounds not on spellings 

 In stories: characters, setting, problem, solution 

 Writing skills because my son has trouble with this. 

 Reading was also useful for me 

 How to help us help children at home with writing, reading and all information I need 

 Everything—fantastic workshop 

 Sounds and we want to know about more sounds! 

 The way of teaching and explaining to the children 

 Most useful is our children choosing their letters and make sentence there way. 
 

Do you have any else you would like support with in SPaG?  

 No comment, Thank you so much 

 Sentence and writing stories 

 More on what is taught in lesson and how we can teach to my child 

 Add some more practical examples 


